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ABSTRACT:
During the 2003 Mars Exploration Rover (MER) mission, onboard rover localization has been performed primarily by IMU, wheelodometry, and sun-sensing technologies. In cases where the rover experiences slippage caused by traversing loose soil or steep
slopes, particularly in a crater, the onboard visual odometry (VO) technique is applied. A bundle adjustment (BA) method has been
performed on Earth to achieve a high-accuracy solution of rover positions by building and adjusting an image network containing all
panoramas and traversing images along the entire traverse. An innovative method has been developed to automate cross-site tiepoint selection so that BA-based rover localization can be performed autonomously onboard the rover. Recent results of MER
mission operations and field test results are reviewed to demonstrate the effectiveness of this autonomous rover localization
technology.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a planetary rover mission, localization of the rover with a
high degree of accuracy is of fundamental importance both for
safe rover navigation and for the achievement of science and
engineering goals (Arvidson et al., 2004). During the 2003
Mars Exploration Rover (MER) mission, IMU, wheel odometry,
and sun-sensing technologies are all being used to estimate
rover positions and attitudes within a nominal accuracy of 10
percent. As of April 16, 2008 (Sol 1524 for Spirit; Sol 1503 for
Opportunity), Spirit has traveled 6.67 km while Opportunity has
traveled 11.09 km (actual distances traveled, not odometry
measures). Onboard visual odometry (VO) is being used to
track terrain features appearing in sequential images in order to
correct errors caused by wheel slippage (Maimone et al., 2007).
Due to limitations in computational speed, VO has only been
applied to relatively short distances where the rovers have
traveled on steep slopes or across loose soils, for example.
In support of MER mission operations, researchers at the
Mapping & GIS Lab of The Ohio State University (OSU) have
been collaborating with JPL and other mission teams in
performing bundle adjustment (BA)-based rover localization
and topographic mapping since the landing of the two rovers in
January 2004 (Li et al., 2005; Di et al., 2008). This BA
technology uses tie points to link images taken at different rover
locations, thereby forming an image network and allowing
adjustment of the image orientation parameters to improve
localization accuracy. Topographic maps, rover traverse maps,
and updated rover locations have been produced and distributed
to the science and engineering team members through a
WebGIS for science analysis, long term planning and mission
operations (Li et al., 2007a).

The key to the success of BA-based rover localization is
selection of a sufficient number of well-distributed tie points for
linking the images along the rover traverse. Autonomous rover
localization requires full automation of tie-point selection. From
the beginning of MER operations, tie points linking a stereo
pair (intra-stereo tie points) and tie points linking adjacent
stereo pairs within one panorama taken at one rover location
(inter-stereo tie points) were selected automatically during
MER operations. However, cross-site tie points (ones that link
panoramas taken at different rover locations) were selected
manually during MER operations for the first three years.
Recently, we developed an innovative approach to automatic
cross-site tie-point selection so that BA-based rover localization
can be autonomously performed onboard the rover (Li et al.,
2007b). The new approach has been verified using actual Spirit
rover data as well as field test data acquired at Silver Lake,
California. This new autonomous BA software has been applied
in MER operations since August 2007.

2. MARS ROVER LOCALIZATION DURING MER
MISSION OPERATIONS
At the Gusev Crater landing site, localization of the Spirit rover
has been performed sol by sol based on incremental bundle
adjustment using full or partial Navcam/Pancam panoramic
images along with, occasionally, forward- and backwardlooking Navcam/Pancam middle-point survey images. The
achievable localization accuracy has been evaluated based on a
consistency check of the BA results. Overall, after BA, 2D
accuracy generally ranged from less than 1 up to 1.5 pixels
while 3D accuracy was at a centimeter to sub-meter level (Li et
al., 2005; Di et al., 2008). Figure 1 shows the Spirit bundleadjusted traverse map as of Sol 1524 in the area of Home Plate.
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From Sol 1466, Spirit settled on a north-facing slope
(nicknamed Winter Haven) at the north side of Home Plate to
survive the local winter.

At the Meridiani Planum landing site, BA was able to correct a
localization error (mainly caused by wheel slippage) as large as
21 percent within Eagle Crater (up to Sol 62). After leaving
Eagle Crater, BA-based rover localization was impossible due
to insufficient localization image data. Wherever we observed
large features (e.g., craters), we used an alternative localization
method, comparison of an orbital image base map and
orthoimages generated from rover imagery. Though not as
optimal as the BA method, this adjustment strategy enabled us
to provide the 2D Opportunity traverse in a timely manner.
Figure 3 shows the latest traverse of the Opportunity rover as of
Sol 1503. Located in Victoria Crater, the rover is in Duck Bay
and is planning to approach the vertical wall of Cape Verde.
Figure 4 shows the rover traverse overlaid on a mosaic of
Pancam images. Outcrop layers and geological features
investigated by the rover are also labeled. The original Pancam
images that form this mosaic were taken from the top of Cape
Verde looking at the crater wall towards the southwest between
Sol 959 and Sol 991.

Figure 1. Spirit rover traverse map in the Home Plate area
From Sol 743 to Sol 1514 of Spirit rover, we performed a local
comparison of rover traverses in the Home Plate area, where
Spirit experienced wheel slippage going up-slope and downslope. Figure 2 shows a comparison of Spirit rover traverses
computed from telemetry data (blue) and BA (red). In this area,
the locally accumulated relative difference between the
telemetry-derived traverse and the bundle-adjusted traverse
ranged between 0.8 to 10.8 percent. The maximum relative
difference of 10.8 percent (5.73 m over 52.92 m) was found on
Sol 763, where Spirit had just traversed a large up-slope. The
maximum absolute difference was 14.44 m, found between Sol
783 and Sol 798 (The maximum accumulated error corrected
was 66.6 m on Sol 525). This demonstrated that the BA was
able to correct significant localization errors. We also found
that the up-slope and down-slope slippages cancelled each other
out to some extent.
Figure 3. Opportunity rover traverse map at Victoria Crater

Figure 4. Opportunity rover traverse (red) overlaid on Pancam
image mosaic. Small white dots are rover locations. Outcrop
layers and target features are marked as lines and larger dots.

Figure 2. Comparison of Spirit rover traverses in the Home
Plate area. Blue line is the traverse computed from telemetry
data and red line is the traverse corrected by the bundle
adjustment method.
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Pre-screening and fault detection algorithms were also
developed to ensure there is no mismatch in the final tie-point
selection results.

3. NEW DEVELOPMENTS FOR AUTONOMOUS
ROVER LOCALIZATION
In our new autonomous rover localization approach, VO and
BA methods are integrated with the expectation of achieving
high efficiency and full automation. As illustrated in Figure 5,
BA is performed at waypoints (panoramic sites and mid-point
survey positions), while VO is performed between waypoints.
The BA obtains the following data from VO: tracked features,
refined image-orientation parameters as an input, and first and
last stereo pairs. After BA, rover positions are updated at
subsequent waypoints. The overall flowchart of this
autonomous BA-based rover localization process is shown in
Figure 6. This process includes initialization of image
parameters (including inputs from VO), extraction and
matching of interest points, selection of tie points, and bundle
adjustment.

Figure 7. Diagram of automatic cross-site tie-point selection
Rocks are the major landmarks that can be easily identified in
most of the ground images. Usually, rocks are composed of
distinct rock peaks and surface points. A rock peak is extracted
as the local maxima within a predetermined window from set of
3D ground points generated by dense matching of stereo images.
Starting from this extracted rock peak, a plane is estimated
using those terrain points within an area of 70×70 cm from the
rock peak. The initial rock height H is calculated as the
perpendicular distance from the peak to the fitted plane. Surface
points are searched for iteratively among the candidate points
above the fitted plane using a dynamic search range of kH,
where k varies from 0.3 to 1.7 based on a ground truth
experiment in which manual measurements of rocks at the
Spirit site were made and the coefficient k was calculated.
Figure 8 shows examples of rock peaks and rock surface points
extracted from Spirit rover images. The green dots are the rock
peaks, while the red dots are the extracted surface points.

Figure 5. Configuration of the onboard image network

Figure 8. Examples of extracted rocks showing peaks (green
dots) and surface points (red dots)
Each rock is then modeled using one of a number of analytical
surface models such as hemispheroid, semi-ellipsoid, cone and
tetrahedron. The parameters of each individual rock model for a
rock are estimated by a least-squares fitting using the surface
points on the rock. The model with the minimum root-meansquare error is considered the best model for that rock.

Figure 6. Flowchart of autonomous BA-based rover localization
The key to the success of autonomous BA is selection of tie
points, in particular, cross-site tie points. A great challenge is
that the cross-site tie points can look significantly different
from different viewpoints, especially from forward- and
backward-looking images. We have developed a new approach
to automatic selection of rocks as cross-site tie points through
rock extraction, rock modeling and rock matching (Figure 7).

Rock matching was used to find corresponding rocks in the two
sets of rocks extracted from two different sites. The rock
matching technique we have developed uses rock pattern
matching to describe global rock-distribution patterns and rock
model matching to depict individual rock similarities (Li et al.,
959
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completed BA. Both yellow and orange segments show those
segments that failed the BA. Yellow segments designate those
excluded by pre-screening, while orange segments designate
those excluded by fault detection. A success rate of 68 percent
(13 out of 19 pairs) was achieved, which is a very successful
result considering that the MER-A traverse was not designed
originally for autonomous BA.

2007b). The peaks of the matched rocks that pass both rock
pattern matching and rock model matching are taken as crosssite tie points. To ensure the effectiveness of the matching, and
an even distribution of the tie points, we define a 4×4 grid in the
area of overlap between the two sites. Within each grid cell, we
select a limited number of significant rocks (e.g., up to 3),
which are usually the highest rocks in the grid cell. Only the
selected significant rocks at the current site are used to find
their corresponding rocks at the adjacent site. Figure 9 shows an
example of automatically selected cross-site tie points between
Sites 1200 and 1300 of Spirit rover. These two sites are 23 m
apart and the image data were acquired on Sols 61 and 62,
respectively.

The performance of the autonomous BA is shown in Figure 11,
where differences between the blue (telemetry-based) and red
(BA-based) lines represent the differences between the
telemetry and BA positions. Traverse segments that passed fault
detection and successfully finished BA are indicated by solid
red lines while the dashed red lines represent those pairs of sites
that failed BA, whether excluded by pre-screening or fault
detection. Test results using MER data have shown that the
proposed method is effective for medium-range traverse
segments (up to 26 m). As an example, in the first segment
(Sites 11304 to 11308), BA corrected the rover’s position by
5.6 percent (0.95 m out of a total segment length of 16.96 m).

Figure 9. Automatically selected cross-site tie points between
Sites 1200 and 1300 of Spirit rover
Pre-screening and fault detection were based on extensive tests
and statistical analysis. We found that traverse distance,
distance ratio, and the number of used peaks were the most
important factors for fault detection. The distance ratio
compares two distances: a rock to the camera position at on site
versus the same rock to the camera at the adjacent site. At the
pre-screening step, pairs with the following conditions were
excluded: 1) traverse leg length being less than 30 m, or 2)
number of rock peaks extracted being less than 20, which is not
sufficient for significant peak selection. In fault detection, we
excluded rocks with distance ratios less than 0.3, rocks with
unreliable modeling parameters, rocks with unmatched local
terrain at both sites, and sites whose number of matched rocks
in the final result were less than 3. These pre-screening and
fault detection strategies ensure that the successfully selected
cross-site tie points are of high quality.

Figure 10. Map of the bundle-adjusted rover traverse of the
Spirit rover in the Husband Hill summit area

Figure 11. Comparison of Spirit rover traverses in the Husband
Hill summit area. Blue line is the telemetry-based traverse and
the red line is the traverse computed from the autonomous BA.

4. VERIFICATION OF AUTONOMOUS ROVER
LOCALIZATION TECHNOLOGE USING SPIRIT
ROVER DATA AND FIELD TEST DATA
4.1 Verification using Spirit Rover Data

Since August 2007, this newly developed software has been
employed to perform automatic rover localization for the Spirit
rover in the Home Plate area (Figure 1) in the Earth-based data
processing environment for ongoing MER mission operations.
The developed software has been able to automatically select
cross-site tie points for 71 percent of the total number of 38
traverse segments. Over a traverse of 270.92 m, it has corrected
the rover’s position by 11.03 m (4.07 percent). For the
remaining 29 percent of the traverse segments, despite being

We have tested our new software using a 318 m traverse (19
pairs of sites) taken by Spirit from Sols 574 to 648 in the
Husband Hill summit area. The test results are shown in Figure
10. Black dots show sites where Navcam or Pancam panoramic
images were taken. Green segments delineate traverse legs
outside of the test area. Red segments designate those traverse
segments that have passed fault detection and successfully
960
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VO data. Before the VO processing result was provided, the
software was tested only with the panorama data. The positions
of the panorama images were initially obtained by DGPS. They
were added with an artificially set noise of 10 percent of the
distance between two consecutive panorama sites. This 10
percent figure was used to make this positioning error
equivalent to the maximum positioning error from wheel
odometry. After the cross-site tie points were selected, the
image position and attitude (both having errors) are refined by
bundle adjustment. This test was conducted in an area of rocky
outcrops with a traverse of 14 segments (206 m). For these 14
segments, the software was able to automatically achieve
correct cross-site tie points within 11 segments. One segment of
31 m was excluded by pre-screening and 2 segments were
excluded by fault detection. The success rate, therefore, is 79
percent (85 percent after pre-screening).

unable to select enough cross-site tie points (whether due to
lack of significant rocks or long traverse lengths greater than 30
m) the software was still very helpful in assisting operators to
rapidly select cross-site tie points for segments within 30 m.
The process was reduced to just several minutes. In the past, it
would take tens of minutes or even hours to manually select
only one cross tie point. This demonstrates that the software is
being effectively used in the ongoing MER mission for daily
operations.

4.2 Verification using Silver Lake Field Test Data
In order to test the performance of the autonomous BA
algorithm and the integration of BA and VO, a field test was
conducted at Silver Lake, California, on January 14, 15 and 16,
2007. A radio-controlled LAGR rover (Matthies et al., 2005),
capable of capturing panorama and VO images, traversed about
5.5 kilometers (as shown in Figure 12). VO images were taken
continuously at a rate of 2 fps; BA panoramic images were
taken at the ends of traverse segments with a typical segment
length of 25 m. The positions of the rover were obtained from
the DGPS (Differential GPS) at a data acquisition rate of 2 Hz,
which matched the VO image acquisition rate. The DGPSdetermined rover positions were used as ground truth to
evaluate the localization accuracy of BA and the integration of
BA and VO.

Computation of the VO and BA integration was performed in
the local coordinate frames (east-north-up) of three stretches of
traverses. Each local frame origin is at the center of the first
panorama of that stretch. The orientation (azimuth and tilt) of
the first panorama in each local frame was calculated manually
based on the first panorama, an adjacent panorama for this
stretch of traverse, and DGPS data. We matched the first VO
pair to the first panorama (already in the local frame) and then
transformed all the VO poses to the local frame. After BA, we
evaluated the localization error at the end point by comparing
the BA-derived position and DGPS position (as shifted to the
local frame). Figure 13 shows the BA and VO integration
results in the rocky outcrop area. The blue, red and blacks lines
represent rover traverses from VO, from integration of VO and
BA, and from ground truth, respectively. We can observe that
the integrated BA and VO were significantly better than the
initial VO result. This indicates that the BA panoramas
improved the geometric strength of the image network and
provided better localization accuracy than VO alone. Relative
accuracy improved from 27.1 to 3.9 percent. As for automatic
cross-site tie-point selection, we obtained the same success rate
as results without VO data in the rocky outcrop area.

Figure 12. Silver Lake traverse (base map from Google Map)
Along the entire 5.5 km traverse, the rover acquired about
20,000 frames of VO images with a step length of 30 cm and
186 sites of panoramic images (3534 stereo pairs). Both the VO
and panoramic images are 1024×1024 pixels in size and 8 bits
in grayscale. The terrain captured in these images falls into
three categories: rocky outcrops, bushes, and dry lakebed (see
Figure 12). The stretch of rocky outcrops ran for about 210 m
and was imaged by panoramas from 14 sites. Panorama images
from 80 sites covered the bushy area along a traverse about 2.2
km. Although the shape of bushes is different from that of rocks,
which are the main features on Martian surface, our software
achieved a correct percentage of about 76. The remaining
images were mainly obtained on the dry lakebed. Cracks
running across the dry lakebed were very convenient for image
matching in VO, but make it impossible to pick cross-site tie
points for BA.
In order to evaluate the performance of both the BA and the
integration of BA and VO, we tested our software in two
different ways: without VO data, and with the integration of
961

Figure 13. Result of integration for rocky outcrop area near
Silver Lake, CA (units: m)
We also tested the software in a bushy area around Silver Lake
using a total of 81 pairs and a traverse length of 2.2 km. Among
the 81 sites were 10 consecutive pairs (about 0.7 km) whose
traverse lengths were approximately 50 m each, which is
beyond our software’s ability to reliably extract features. The
fault detection module excluded these 10 pairs, thus they are
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not included in the statistical analysis. For the rest of the 71
pairs, covering a 1.6 km traverse, the success rate was 59
percent after pre-screening. This result is not as good as results
for the rocky outcrop area because the characteristics of bushes
are sufficiently different from the rock shapes for which our
software was designed. Despite the lower success rate, this
software still achieved much better localization results than VO
only. The 1.6 km traverse was evaluated as two separate parts
because the corresponding VO data were processed separately.
For the first part of the traverse (1.2 km), the relative
localization accuracy was reduced from 19.7 to 4.1 percent (see
Figure 14). The relative localization accuracy for the second
part of the traverse (0.4 km) was refined from 9.9 to 8.7 percent.
It is to note that in the traverse shown in Figure 14, VO failed at
7 positions due to a lack of sufficient image overlap. The large
localization error (19.7 percent) is predominately wheel
odometry error. Integration of BA and VO significantly reduced
this error.

onboard autonomous Mars rover localization in a rock-abundant
landing site (like MER’s Spirit landing site) in future Mars
rover missions.
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